Shepherdstown to Cybertown

E     A
No, I'm not complainin'
E
It just needs a sayin'
B
The place I wanna go
E     A
The Potomac flows
E
A place with frogs & toads
B              C#m
Maximum Daily Loads
E
No, I don't mind
C#m
Lookin' at what's behind
E              C#m
It's really simple math
E
We've forged a clear path
A
With lessons learned from past
F#m   E
A vision built to last

A     E
From Shepherdstown to Cybertown
A     E
The Uplands to the Sea
A     E              C#m
Just like the air I Breathe
A     B     E
Water Runs Through Me

A
We all know
E
What we're trying to do
B
We'll keep it strong you know

E     A
Clear water flows
E
seeps in our dreams
B              C#m
How we want to go
E
You don't have to say
C#m
What you're thinking
E              C#m
I already know
E
Take us back
A
Where the fireflies glow
F#m   E
Well one day we'll go

A     E
From Shepherdstown to Cybertown
A     E
The mountain Spring Rush
A     E              C#m
Just like the air We Breathe
A     B     E
Water Runs Through Us

A
We Are 303(d)
A     B     E
We Are 303(d)

[Solo over verse chords]

A     E
From Shepherdstown to Cybertown
A     E
The Uplands to the Sea
A     E              C#m
Much like the Air We Breathe
A     B     E
We Are 303(d)
A     B     E
We are 303(d)

[Solo over chorus chords (2x); repeat A and B at end]